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UPCOMING DAVINCI EVENTS
**19 September, Goodbye Summer, Hello Fall Cookout, Place TBA, 2:00 PM
**21 September, Night Out/Membership Meeting, New China, 7:00 PM

PASSAGES
It is sad to report the passing of three Star Trek actors.
On 17 August 2015 Yvonne Joyce Craig, age 78, passed away due to complications from breast
cancer. Yvonne Joyce Craig was an actress and former ballerina from Taylorville, Illinois who is
most famous for her role as Batgirl in the 1967-68 season of Batman. After this series came to an
end, she appeared on Star Trek: The Original Series, playing the Orion slave girl Marta in the
episode "Whom Gods Destroy".

Yvonne Craig as Marta in Star Trek and Batgirl in Batman.
In 1964, she was considered for the role of Vina in the first Star Trek pilot, "The Cage", mostly
due to her dancing skills, before the role went to Susan Oliver.
Among her several other television appearances was a guest spot in an episode of Fantasy
Island, a series that starred Ricardo Montalban. Other series she appeared on include Dr. Kildare,
The Man from U.N.C.L.E., and Mannix.
Craig also had supporting roles in a handful of films, including 1959's Gidget and The Gene
Krupa Story, both featuring actor James Darren. The latter film also featured Lawrence Dobkin,
Susan Oliver, and Stanley Adams.
In the early 1960s Craig was the girlfriend of Elvis Presley and co-starred with him in two films,
It Happened at the World's Fair (1963) and Kissin' Cousins (1964). The first also starred Gary
Lockwood and featured Pete Kellett, Guy Raymond, and Bill Quinn, while the latter was directed
by Gene Nelson and included Teri Garr in the cast.
In 1967, she appeared in the film In Like Flint, opposite her "Whom Gods Destroy" cast mate
Steve Ihnat. Craig later retired from acting and went into real estate.

George Coe, an actor with extensive credits and a longtime activist in the Screen Actors Guild,
died 18 July in Santa Monica, Calif., after battling a long illness. He was 86. He played
Chancellor Avel Durken in the Next Generation episode “First Contact.”
Coe acted for more than 50 years of film, television, commercial and stage work. He had a
lengthy career as a commercial performer both on camera and voiceover, including six years as
the voice of Toyota.
He served more than a dozen years on the SAG national board of directors, having the vice
president title for 2 years and creating the template for what became SAG’s first low-budget
production contract.

Coe was born in Jamaica, Queens. His Broadway theater career began in 1957 and included
performing as M. Lindsey Woolsey opposite Angela Lansbury in the original cast of Jerry
Herman’s Mame and as Owen O’Malley in On The Twentieth Century.
Coe was also an original member of “Not Ready For Prime Time Players,” the original cast of
Saturday Night Live, and was credited as a cast member for the first show in October, 1975.
He portrayed the head of an ad agency in Kramer vs. Kramer and was nominated for an
Academy Award for the 1968 comedy short film The Dove, a parody of Ingmar Bergman’s
films, which he co-directed as well as starred in.
In addition the his role on the Next Generation, Coe’s TV credits included Max Headroom,
Murder, She Wrote, Bones, Judging Amy, The King of Queens, Nip/Tuck, Grey’s Anatomy,
Columbo, Curb Your Enthusiasm, Gilmore Girls, The Golden Girls and The West Wing. He
voiced the character of Woodhouse in the FX animated series Archer and the Autobot
Wheeljack in Michael Bay’s Transformers: Dark of the Moon.
The Hollywood Division of SAG awarded Coe with the Ralph Morgan Award for service to
the guild in 2009.
His last on-screen appearance came in 2013 when he played the character Victor in an
episode of Two And A Half Me

Theodore Meir Bikel, age 91, passed away on 21 July. Bikel was the actor who portrayed
Sergey Rozhenko in the Star Trek: The Next Generation fourth season episode "Family" in 1990.
A versatile character actor, born in Vienna, Austria, Bikel was a master of languages, dialects,
and accents, and often played ethnic roles, such as a German officer and Serbian king.
Outside of Star Trek, Bikel is probably best known for his Oscar-nominated performance as
Sheriff Max Muller in the classic 1958 film, The Defiant Ones. This film also featured fellow
Star Trek guest actors Whit Bissell and Lawrence Dobkin in the cast.

Bikel has made appearances in a number of other classic, highly memorable films, including
The African Queen (1951), the original Moulin Rouge (1952), The Enemy Below (1957, with
Biff Elliot), My Fair Lady (1964), and The Russians Are Coming, the Russians Are Coming
(1966, with Brian Keith, Andrea Dromm, Don Keefer, and Michael J. Pollard). In 1958, he
starred in the acclaimed drama I Want to Live, directed by Robert Wise (who would later direct
Star Trek: The Motion Picture) and written by Don M. Mankiewicz. This film also featured Jon
Lormer in an uncredited role as a doctor.
Bikel made guest appearances on such television shows as The Twilight Zone, Dr. Kildare,
Gunsmoke, Mission: Impossible, Charlie's Angels, Murder, She Wrote, Fantasy Island (starring
Ricardo Montalban), L.A. Law (with Corbin Bernsen and Larry Drake), and Law & Order, and
had recurring roles on Dynasty (with Joan Collins) and Falcon Crest.
He also had two roles on Babylon 5. He portrayed President Richard Nixon's secretary of state
Henry Kissinger in the 1989 Watergate TV movie The Final Days. This movie also featured
James B. Sikking, Gregg Henry, Richard Kiley, and David Ogden Stiers.
On stage, Bikel played the role of Captain von Trapp in the musical The Sound of Music. This
role was played by Christopher Plummer in the 1965 film version.

FROM THE CENTER SEAT
August was a pretty slow month with only two events on the schedule – the Columbus Comic
Book show on the 2nd and the Night Out/Membership meeting on 17 th. I was unable to attend the
Comic Book show so both Russell and Scott wrote about it in their articles this months. The other
event, the Night Out/Membership meeting was held at El Vaquero Mexican restaurant and was
attended by 12 DaVinci personnel. I carried on the tradition set by Russell and brought some
“Captain’s Perks” to give away. Several conversations took place simultaneously around the table
and varied from favorite restaurants, to the amount of alcohol in a margarita, to movies, and of
course a bit of Star Trek. Our food arrived fairly quickly (the norm at Mexican restaurants) and
devoured just as quickly. When everyone had just about finished the drawings were held for the
free meal and the Captain’s Perks. Thelma was the winner of the free meal; Adam won a Leonard
Nimoy tribute magazine, and Chris, Todd, and Joe won photographs of Spock, Spock, and
Yeoman Rand, respectively. Following the drawings a few announcements were made and
shortly thereafter the evening broke up. A BIG Bajoran thanks to all who attended the August
Night Out. Next month’s Night Out will be a DaVinci favorite, and usually well attended, the
New China buffet! I hope to see you there.
In the meantime check out some photos from El Vaquero (unfortunately my camera battery died
after a few shots and Thelma tried her best using her cell phone and so some of the photos are a
bit fuzzy).

Diane and Russell chomping on chips and salsa wait to order and Russell chats with
Everett, who has not been to a DaVinci event in quite a while.

ADM Freddy Heller

Usual attendees Hal and Lisa, Chris, and Adam also wait to place their orders.

Look what we won! Chris (TNG Spock photo); Todd (TOS Spock photo); Joe (Rand photo); and
Adam (Leonard Nimoy tribute magazine). Apologies to Thelma for no photograph of her.

Some of the DaVinci crew at the August Night Out/Membership meeting!

I am planning some upcoming movie marathons and would like to get some input as to what
series of movies y’all would like to see. I have a pretty extensive collection of movies from oldies
like Planet of the Apes to the more recent Hobbit collection. Let me know what interests you and
I will see if I have it. I am also thinking of having “Your Worst Sci-Fi Movie” marathon, which
should be a lot of fun. So, put on your thinking caps and let me know.
ADM Freddy Heller

LOWER DECKS
The Role of the Engineer in science fiction
In the real world engineers are the bridge between theoretical science and practical applications.
It is the engineer that takes the theories developed and proven by the scientific community and
turns them into the products and devices we use everyday. While people like John Mauchly and
Grace Harper developed the techniques and basics of data storage and machine logic, their ideas
would have remained esoteric theories without engineers such as Steve Wozniak and Ed Roberts
to turn them into the machine I’m writing this article on.
By its very nature, science fiction uses advanced technology as a storytelling vehicle. From
Jules Verne’s man carrying lunar projectile, to H.G. Wells' Cavorite sphere that took his charters
to the lunar surface in First Men in the Moon, to the warp drive that allows the Enterprise to
transverse Federation space each week, the writers use a combination of existing, projected and
theoretical technologies to advance their plotlines.
In early sci-fi stories the hero tended to be the scientist-inventor, the brilliant, well respected and
in many cases wealthy academic who either had a staff of workmen to build whatever he needed
or, as in Wells’ The Time Machine, the apparatus was introduced complete and fully functional,
ready for our hero to climb into and begin his adventure. The hero in these early stories
represented a very Victorian/Edwardian approach to technology that still holds a great deal of
appeal for sci-fi fans, as evidenced by the growing popularity of steampunk. This view also
reflected how engineers were seen in the real world at the time – skilled workman whose mission
was to assist the leaders of society.
As the public’s image of the engineer began to change during the early 20 th Century, so did the
way they were portrayed in sci-fi. As people such as James Doolittle and Howard Hughes and
Thomas Edison became noted public figures and even celebrities for their contributions so the
sci-fi engineer became less a handyman to a major character in many works. A lot of credit for
the shift in portrayal of engineering and engineers goes to John W. Campbell and his magazine
Astounding Science Fiction. Published during the 1930s Campbell employed young writers who
were to become some the greats of the genre, and some like Arthur C. Clarke and Robert
Heinlein had extensive backgrounds in engineering.

This newfound respect for the engineer quickly spread to a new form of entrainment, the
movies. One of the first films to feature an engineer in more than a cameo role was “Frau im
Mond” (Woman in the Moon) made in 1939. One of the real turning points in the way the ship’s
engineer was portrayed was Chief Quinn the classic “Forbidden Planet”. It was the first time in a
popular film that the ship’s engineer was a valuable member of the command staff in an
intelligent and professional manner. Unfortunately for all his knowledge and ability, Quinn was
savagely killed by the ID, which I guess also makes him one of the first red shirts.
On October 4, 1957 the Soviet Union launched a basketball-sized satellite and began the
greatest engineering contest the world had seen up onto that point, the race to the moon.
Engineers suddenly became more than a bunch of guys building cars and transistor radios – they
were soldiers on the front lines of the Cold War. I know this seems ridiculous today, but back in
the 60s it was deadly serious – American prestige and our standing as the leaders of the free
world were on the line.
This new view of the engineer was also reflected in sci-fi with the premiere of Star Trek and the
introduction of one of the best-known engineers in sci-fi-- LTCMDR Montgomery Scott.
Originally added to the crew almost as an afterthought, Scott soon became an indispensable part
of the command staff as both the second officer and "miracle working" chief engineer. Scotty's
was portrayed as having technical knowledge and skill allowing him to come up with
unconventional last-minute solutions to dire problems. Scotty identified strongly with the
Enterprise itself, often taking a paternal and protective attitude toward the ship. In other words
Scotty became the model of the sci-fi starship engineer for the next half century. The popularity
of the charter set the standard for the engineers seen in the series that followed and even inspired
a series of popular novels, Star Trek S.E.C.
While real world engineers and their accomplishments have influenced their fictional
counterparts, many engineers in the field today will gladly tell you that charters like Victor
Barbicane, Tom Swift, Geordi La Forge and Samantha Carter inspired them to pursue a career in
science and engineering. Many of these people are now hard at work making the world of the scifi engineer come to life.
COMM Bill Paul

RECORDS ROOM REPORTING
Current crew information shows the USS DaVinci with 71 members and of those 53 are active
members of Starfleet. Within the worldwide fan association there are currently 4,606 members of
Starfleet spread across 237 chapters. The USS DaVinci is a part of Region 2, which has a total of
518 members.

On Sunday, 2 August 2015 the USS DaVinci held a membership drive at the Coca Cola space
Science Center in conjunction with the Comic Book Show. Diane and I met with Jeff and Martha at
Golden Corral for breakfast and then headed to the CCSSC to set up for the event. We spoke with
several individuals who stated that they or some of their kin were Trekkies and no one joined this
time around. I wish to thank Jeff, Martha, Diane, and Scott for their assistance and Todd for
stopping by. Dutch and Melanie, to whom we always give our sincere gratitude for allowing us a
membership drive table, hosted the fun-filled event. During the Comic Book Show I got an
opportunity to be interviewed wearing my dress while dinner jacket by WTVM Channel 9 about
how these type event help the community and the interview aired that evening on the 11:00 o’clock
news. Whoo-hoo…free publicity!

Jeff, Martha, and Diane at Golden Coral and Todd drops by the DaVinci table.

Melanie and Dutch at their table and the DaVinci crew at the comic book show!
Several members are up for renewal either with the USS DaVinci, Starfleet, or both. Please check
your name in the “Memberships” section below and if it is in blue then you are due for renewal. If
your information appears in red; however, your renewal is past due and we would certainly
appreciate your taking action on this as soon as possible which allows for you to continue receiving
our monthly newsletter and the quarterly Communiqué” if a member of the fleet.
VADM Russell Ruhland

RED SHIRT SURVIVAL TIPS

Open Frequencies!
On August 2nd an away team set up a membership table at the Coca-Cola Space Science Center
from 11:00 AM - 4:00 PM. The away team was lead by the Records Officer, VADM Russell
Ruhland, and included Martha, Jeff, Diane, and myself. We had several people to stop by our
table but no one joined this time. Russell took several pictures of the crew. We packed up and left
about 3:00 PM because of the slow interest. This is always a fun and eventful time for me and I
am looking forward to the next event at the Space Science Center in November.
Close Frequencies!
ENS Scott Roop

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
The new rates for membership in Starfleet are in place and are a pretty good deal, especially if
you take the electronic membership option. If you were thinking of joining Fleet but the
expense was too high now you can get your membership for up to half off (A $10 Savings!) by
taking the electronic option. Not only that but your membership in the DaVinci is half off as
well (up to a $7.50 savings!).
For Electronic Memberships:
Individual - $10
Family of 2 - $15
Family of 3 - $17
Family of 4 - $19
Family of 5 - $21
Family of 6 - $23

For Paper Memberships:
Individual - $20
Family of 2 - $25
Family of 3 - $27
Family of 4 - $29
Family of 5 - $31
Family of 6 - $33

NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND MEMBERSHIP
MEETING WILL BE AT

NEW CHINA
ON MONDAY 21 SEPTEMBER
COME FOR THE FOOD AND FRIENDSHIP!!

TABULATIONS
Well, the tab collection effort for 2015 is progressing quite nicely! Well, we have a big jump in
the standings! Connie began counting the tabs she brought home from her summer trip to Texas
and moved up seven standings to second place! Watch it Jeff, she still has 3 gallon milk contains
of uncounted tabs! Freddy continues to add to his lead over Russell. The rest of the standing
remains pretty much unchanged. We are doing great! As of press time we have matched the total
collected all last year! Our goal of 100,000 tabs is very reachable so keep collecting those tabs!
Starting Balance
Jeff Kirkland
Connie Heller
Freddy Heller
Gregory Newer
Russell Ruhland
Randy Dunn
Tish Brown
Hal Stewart
Thelma Shumpert
Maria Morgan
Joe Perry
Total

753
20000
11536
9529
6439
5127
2510
1700
1205
1014
103
84
60000

DAVINCI NIGHT OUT
The Night Out/Membership Meeting locations for 2015 were selected at our Thanksgiving get
together at Golden Corral. We have some great locations in store with four new locations and so I
hope you mark your calendars. Here are the 2015 locations:
January
February
March

Mark’s City Grill
Blue Iguana (Harmony Place) **NEW**
Mongo’s **NEW**

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Cook’s Place (Moon Road Location)
Olive Garden
Stevi B’s
Hibachi Buffet **NEW**
El Vaquero (North Columbus Location)
New China
PhillyOsophy
Bonefish Grill **NEW**
Red Lobster (Columbus Park Crossing Location)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Here are just a few of the following DaVinci personnel, Star Trek celebrities, and historical
events that are celebrating birthdays or anniversaries in September. Only one significant birthday
this month – Rebecca Dunn turns 20 on the 25 th!
US and Russia Agree to a Joint Venture to Build a Space Station (1993)
Viking 2 Lands on Mars (1976)
ENS James Carey
Voyager I is Launched (1977)
Star Trek Premiers (1966)
Star Trek Animated Series Premiers (1973)
Viking 2 Launched to Mars (1975)
Jeffrey Combs (Weyoun, Brunt on DS9; Shran on ENT)
Roxann Dawson (Lt B’Ellana Torres On VOY)
First Married Couple in Space (Mark Lee & Jan Davis; Endeavor, 1992)
First Black Woman in Space (Mae Jemison; Endeavor, 1992)
First Japanese Citizen to Fly on US Craft (Mamoru Mohri, Endeavor, 1992)
ENS Chris Johnson
Walter Koenig (ENS Pavel Chekov on TOS)
Bruce Hyde (LT Kevin O’Riley on TOS)
First Man-Made Object to Reach Moon (Luna II 1959)
CADET Bradley Wester
ENS Lisa Monhead
NASA Announced 9 New Astronauts, Including Neil A. Armstrong (1962)
NASA Unveils Space Shuttle Enterprise (1976)
Rosalind Chao (Keiko O’Brien on DS9)
Neptune Discovered by Johann Galle (1846)
First All-Instrument Flight (1929)

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
8th
8th
9th
9th
11th
12th
12th
12th
13th
14th
14th
14th
15th
16th
17th
17th
23rd
23rd
24th

24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
28th
28th

First Nuclear Aircraft Carrier (USS Enterprise) Launched (1960)
ENS Rebecca Dunn
Enterprise Premiers (2001)
First Spacewalk for China (Zhai Zhigagn Aboard Shenzhou 7, 2008)
Star Trek: The Next Generation Premiers (1987)
First Round-the-World Flight (US Army 1924)
William Windom (Commodore Matt Decker on TOS)

MEMBERSHIPS
Many of you do not know when your membership in the DaVinci or Starfleet is due for
renewal. So to help you remember, the following lists your family expiration dates. Please note
that if your name is highlighted in RED in the DaVinci column this will be your last newsletter.
If in BLUE you membership is expired or nearing it expiration so please renew soon. Thanks!
Name
DaVinci Starfleet
Karen Baker
Feb 16 Feb 16
Steve Brown
Dec 16
Phil “Rat” Campanaro
Aug 15 Aug 15
James Carey
Feb 16
Dutch Cummings
Jul 16 Apr 16
Paul DeHart
Jul 16
Jun 16
Randy Dunn
Jul 16
Jul 16
Whitney Gaines
Aug 16 Mar-16
Freddy Heller
Jul 16 Sep 16
Joshua Hickman
Jul 16 May 16
John Hood
Aug 15 Aug 15
Todd Kes
Oct 15 Oct 15
Jeff Kirkland
Nov 15 Aug 16
Leiko Koone
Nov 15 Jan 16
Everett Leonard
Aug 16
Lech Mazur
Jul 16 Nov 15
Margaret McGillicuddy Jul 16 Nov 15
Maria Morgan
May 18

Name
Gregory Newer
Sandra Okamoto
Barbara Paul
Joe Perry
Kris Reeves
Scott Roop
Russell Ruhland
Dennis Shaw
Thelma Shumpert
Gisela Stephens
Harold Stewart
Jessie Sutton
Becky Thane
Adam Vought
Mike Walker
Jaryn Wester
David Wright

DaVinci
Nov 15
LTM
Jul 16
Jul 16
Jul 15
Jul 16
Aug 17
Jul 16
Oct 15
LTM
Feb 16
Jan 16
Jul 16
Jul 16
Jul 16
Feb 17
Jul 16

Starfleet
Nov 15
Aug 16
Nov 15
May 16
Aug 16
Jul 16
Nov 15
Apr-16
Apr 16
Jan 16
Dec 16
May 16
Jun 16
Feb 16
Nov 15

WELCOME ABOARD!
Welcome aboard to the following crew personnel who have recently joined (*) or renewed their
membership in the DaVinci (D) or Starfleet (S).
Whitney Gaines (D)
Becky Thane (D)

Gloria Gains (D)
John Thane (D)
Everett Leonard (D)

Richard Gains (D)
Julie Thane (D)

LATINUM VAULT
Opening Balance
Night Out
Deposit
Bank service charges
Closing Balance

$38.61
$7.00
$28.00
$20.00
$39.61

(The bank has begun assessing service charges each month. If we cannot get out of these charges,
we may need to look at alternatives to a bank account. Freddy is looking into the situation.)
RADM Connie Heller

DAVINCI T-SHIRTS
The new DaVinci t-shirts are in!! They are quite nice and I am sure they will go fast so make
sure you reserve yours today. The cost is very reasonable: YM to L ($10); XL ($11), 2X ($12),
3X ($13), and 4X ($14). I did order (I hope) enough of each size and this time around some youth
medium in each color. Oh, we still have a few of the older ones left and they can be purchased at
a slight discount. Here is what the new ones look like:

)
Operations

Science

Engineering

By the way, Science blue seems to be the most popular color because we have completely run
out of several sizes. This is what we currently have in stock:
Operations (Red)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1
Medium
2
2X
1
3X
1

Science (Blue)
Youth Medium
Small
2X
3X

1
1
1
2

Engineering (Yellow)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1
Medium
2
Large
1
XL
1
2X
1
3X
1
4X
1

If we do not have your size in stock I can order more you just have to let me know which color,
your size, and, of course, how many of each!
We also have several of the last version DaVinci shirts available for a discount – your choice
$7.00 each. Here is what we have: Operations (1 - Medium); Science (1 - Medium); Engineering
(1 - Medium); Generic Gray (1 - Medium and 2 – XL); and believe it or not we still have one of
our first gray t-shirts (Medium) in stock. If you want any of the above t-shirts feel free to email or
call me to reserve your size. I cannot hold it forever so if you reserve a shirt, please pay as soon
as possible. Thanks.
NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND MEMBERSHIP
MEETING WILL BE AT

NEW CHINA
ON MONDAY 21 SEPTEMBER
COME FOR THE FOOD AND FRIENDSHIP!!

ACCOLADES
A BIG Bajoran thanks or congratulations go to:
Hal Stewart for his weekly donation of cans;
Dennis Shaw for his first place finish in the recent Special Olympics bowling tournament!

TV SHOWS ON DVD
Here are some scheduled DVD releases for September that may interest you:
“Originals, Season 2”
“Scorpion, Season 1”
“Star Wars Rebels, Season 1”
“Vampire Diaries, Season 6”
“Gotham, Season 1”
“Haven, Season 5.1”
“Homeland, Season 4”
“Supernatural, Season 10”
“Big Bang Theory, Season 8”

1st
1st
1st
1st
8th
8th
8th
8th
15th

“NCIS, Season 12”
“Returned, Complete Series”
“Sleepy Hollow, Season 2”
“Agents of SHIELD, Season 2”
“Arrow, Season 3”
“Flash, Season 1”
“Bones, Season 10”
“Grimm, Season 4”
“iZombie, Season 1”

LINKS

Here are a few important web sites relevant to the DaVinci:
Starfleet Home Page:
www.sfi.org
Starfleet Region 2 Home Page:
www.region2.org
USS DaVinci Home Page
www.ussdavinci.org
Craig’s List:
http://columbusga.craigslist.org/grp

15th
15th
15th
18th
22nd
22nd
29th
29th
29th

USS DAVINCI IN PICTURES
The following is a trip down the USS DaVinci memory lane. Each month I will show a
series of photographs from our very beginning, as the Shuttle DaVinci, up until the present time.
Many of you will remember these faces. To others they will be complete strangers. But, they
made the USS DaVinci what it is today. Reminisce. If you have any photographs that you would
like to see published in the Pilot, feel free to send them to me with a brief explanation as to who
is in the photo and when and where it was taken. If I get a name wrong, please let me know!
Okay, here is Part I of our 2006 Thanksgiving Party.

Vader being held by Stephanie and scratched by Leiko and Karen filling her plate.

The DaVinci crew digging in and Stephanie waiting her turn in line.

Chowing down: Karen, Freddy, Gisela, Patty, and Joe and Park, Tony, Leiko, Rebecca, and Ariana!

And Roger, Lisa, Russell, Margaret, and Lech and Connie and Lisa pose for the camera.

So too does Tony and Stephanie while the folks in the kitchen continue to feast!
Next month, Part II of our 2006 10th annual Thanksgiving Party!

CARGO BAY

Receive $25 off Tax Preparation Fee!

DaVinci Members Receive a 20 % Discount!

Receive Free Drink with Adult Buffet Purchase!

DaVinci members receive a discount

DaVinci Members receive a $20.00 Discount! Purchase $5.00 Worth of Food and Get a Free Drink!

A LITTLE HUMOR AND DISMISSED!

